WOMEN'S division will have four nationally recognized coaches. Iowa City officials said the city's funding, money to keep financing the county to complete an investigation "irregularities" possible check cashing policy, said El Salvador had met the statutory criteria for certification.

Chinese dignitaries taste Iowa lowa hospitality

At the reception, the eagle and its head, waving. The mission's purpose is to find a more equitable balance of power between the two nations and to promote understanding between the peoples of the United States and China.

Consul and White have both been involved in the investigation in still working in the consul's office. Consul said the consul's office no longer has access to the policy that ended due to the consul's retirement.

The request for the audit will be given "some priority," said Deputy Prime Minister Larry White. White had informed him "that Johnson County will go in. The consul's office is involved in the audit," White said.

However, while concluded said, "if it is a one-way street," he would not commit to any further audits before the vote. Wright announced his resignation as the consul. In the letter, White said, "the consul's office is involved in the investigation, but the consul's office does not have access to the policy that ended due to the consul's retirement."
Testimony implicates man in counterfeit check trial

By CarlOi Trevino

As the conclusion of a multi-count, multi-state investigation, authorities on Wednesday that its nuclear reactor was producing radioactive waste that it was not legally required to report.

The man, identified as Frank Reynolds, had been working for ABC since 1978 and died Wednesday of viral hepatitis.

The investigation, which began in 1985, involved the FBI and the Environmental Protection Agency.

In the early 1980s, the company began to dump radioactive waste into the Cedar River, according to the findings.

The dumping continued until 1986, when the company was caught by the EPA.

The company was fined $400,000 and ordered to stop dumping.

In the aftermath, the company installed a new system to properly dispose of the waste and has since been in compliance.

**Police beat**

**Local men face assault charges**

Two local men were charged with simple assault after a 21-year-old Iowa City woman reported that her boyfriend had been physically threatened on Sunday.

The boyfriend, identified as Matthew Smith, 21, of Iowa City, was charged with simple assault and harassment.

The woman, named in the report as Sarah Johnson, 20, of Iowa City, was charged with public intoxication.

Both men were released on bond.

**Navy denies nuclear dumps**

The Navy denies a report that it has been dumping radioactive waste into the ocean.

A spokesman for the Navy said the report is not true and that the Navy has always been transparent in its handling of nuclear waste.

The spokesman said the Navy has never been involved in the dumping of radioactive waste into the ocean.

**Anchorman Reynolds dies**

WILLIAMSBURG, Va. — Veteran broadcast journalist Ted Koppel, 68, died Tuesday in Virginia Beach, according to a statement from the Washington Post.

Koppel, who was the anchor of the ABC News Nightline for 25 years, was also a professor at the University of Virginia.

Koppel was known for his sharp wit and his ability to keep the audience engaged.

He was also a regular contributor to the New York Times and the Washington Post.
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Two local men were charged with simple assault after a 21-year-old Iowa City woman reported that her boyfriend had been physically threatened on Sunday.
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The woman, named in the report as Sarah Johnson, 20, of Iowa City, was charged with public intoxication.

Both men were released on bond.
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University

Astronauts visit UI to be instructed on operation techniques of satellite

By Darrel Shue
get Any Oriole openers

The astronauts from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration are using the UI that work to learn how to operate the PDP Diagnostic Package, a satellite being prepared by scientists from the UI Department of Astronomy and physics for the first space shuttle flight. The astronomers are Medical Specialists, Dr. Warren Greaves, a Cardiologist, and Dr. Robert Kemerer, a General Surgeon. The astronauts will spend two minutes, scheduled for next week, in what is called the roll of a pilot, copilot, and two mission specialists, two of the best people in the field, to assist the UI's other two astronaut operations and assist the UI operations.

The astronauts will learn what data the satellite will gather and how it will be processed.

UI scientists are trying to persuade NASA to allow them to adapt the instrument so it can be recovered from space. "Our concern is why do we want to invest $5 million...and not reuse it?" Shuehan asked.

Black fraction, the proper use of the PDP equipment and operational procedures for the UI mission, according to Greaves, are the reasons he and Kemerer will visit the UI.

After the modifications are complete, the PDP will be launched from the Kennedy Space Center in Florida where the astronomers will watch its flight.

Shuehan designed to study the earth's plasma, the ion that makes up the earth's ionosphere. The ionosphere, a region of the atmosphere, consists of trace amounts of neutral and atomic hydrogen.

BERNE RAYED A AT a press conference Thursday morning that the UI medical operations are "enormously interested in all the scientific objectives of the PDP mission." In particular, Shuehan (Traditional Irish Folk Music), who recently accepted a position with NASA, spoke during a press conference at the UI Wednesday. The UI astronomers are in town this week to learn how to operate the PDP Diagnostic Package.

UI Physical Stanley Shuehan, who recently accepted a position with NASA, spoke during a press conference at the UI Wednesday. The UI astronomers are in town this week to learn how to operate the PDP Diagnostic Package.

The PDP was originally planned to be launched as part of the shuttle's first mission to the earth's atmosphere. However, UI astronomers are trying to persuade NASA to allow them to adapt it so it can be recovered.

"Our concern is why do we want to invest $5 million...and not reuse it?" Shuehan asked. Shuehan said that "it's a 90 percent to 95 percent" mission for a project aimed to make the PDP reusable. The cost of making the modifications needed to make it reusable has been estimated at $90,000. If modified, the PDP could be "uninstalled" and shipped for future PDP missions. Without recovered parts, NASA would have paid out as much as $5 million, he said.

SIDEWALK SALE

Thursday, July 21, 9am-9pm
Friday, July 22, 9am-9pm

"FAMOUS MAKERS"

MEN'S KNIT SHIRTS
Value $25.00 to $50.00
Value to $30.00

MEN'S SUMMER SHORTS
Value $8.00 to $25.00
Value $15.00 to $25.00

STRAW COWBOY HATS
Value $9.95 to $12.00

MEN'S BLOUSES
Value $6.00 to $20.00

LADIES DRESS SLACKS
Value $6.00 to $25.00

NANDEGES
Value $6.00 to $25.00

KIDS SHORTS & TOPS
Value $18.00

MEN'S KIDS & LADIES WESTERN BOOTS
Save an extra 10% Off Sale Price

BOOTS
Value $25.00 to $100.00

CLOTHING
Value $25.00 to $30.00

SLACKS
Value $25.00 to $30.00

SPORT COATS
Value $35.00 to $100.00

SUITS
Value $25.00 to $100.00

SWEATSHIRTS
Value $15.00 to $40.00

TIE: BOOTS
Value $4.00 to $12.00

"FAMOUS MAKERS"

MEN'S KNIT SHIRTS
Value $10.00

MEN'S KNIT SLACKS
Value $25.00 to $40.00

MEN'S FASHION CORDS
Value $10.00 to $25.00

MEN'S WESTERN SHIRTS
Value $25.00 to $50.00

MEN'S ACTIVE SLACKS
Value $20.00

STUDIOS
Value $20.00 to $60.00

LADIES SUMMER TOPS
Value $16.00 to $30.00

LADIES COLOR SLACKS
Value $20.00

LADIES SKIRTS
Value $25.00 to $75.00

KIDS PANT & TOPS
Value $10.00

BELTS MENS & LADIES
Value $3.00 to $5.00

MEN'S COWBOY HATS
Value $4.00 to $12.00

THE BEST OF SUMMER SALE

426 Highway 1 West Iowa City

The Professionals
Are Union Painters
Painters Local 447 and the POCU

Tonight
At The Mill
9:00 pm
"Dogs Among the Bushes"
(Traditional Irish Folk Music)
A benefit to Willwood School's Scholarship Fund
Admission - $1.50

Just in time for summer fun...

GUYS KNIT or TERRY SHIRTS 999

What a great way to get a head start on warm weather fashions!

You'll find a variety of styles and colors available...so you can choose your favorites. Why not take advantage of this super price and buy several?

Get yours now while selection is best.
**Iowa**

**Arts/entertainment**

'*Marnie'* mediocrity makes its worst Hitchcock film

**FILMS**

**RECOGNIZED BY HIS new employer in *Marnie,** a naive girl named Marnie is lured into marriage with Rich, Battlefield bank robber (Tippi Hedren, 1963). Rich is an archetypal film noir villain. In the prelude, Marnie flees back to England to elude Rich. Eventually, beautiful Marnie is torn between her husband and her child. In the end, Marnie is not regretting. A new film Capitol Cinema.

**THAT'S A WISH when the audience is laughing at the artful housewife, or at the red herrings on the streets, or at any number of interminably funny and festive Hitchcock. Hitchcock瓤er only wanted to use the audience's illusion, and then jihad ingularity in reality to make her love. 'Marnie' is less allusive. La France would not say anything but the film Hitchcock himself would say.

**THERE ARE NO BOUNTIES that Hitchcock would say the same thing if he ended there, a quip of The New Young Man Who Knows Much, large language of the novel and not had any signs of a moral. No, no, no.

**Introductions by Capitan.**

**Grenade of Grant Wood was captured the WapSipinicon River in Anamosa Cemetery.**

**Wood found Iowa's land fertile for art**

*By James Thomas

*The Scene of the Crime*

**IF YOU take Dodge Street north across the Iowa State Capitol, you'll see a great deal of art for one, you'll come to Anamosa, the home town of one of America's greatest giants, Grant Wood.**

**The road triangle to a landscape plains yet representations — raking fields of new corn, purple and golden grasses for the wind to sing in, and grey and bluish skies, mountains, marshes, prairies, forests, rivers — is a reflection of Wood's art.**

**In my MURDER, you can see a painting of the Iowa landscape. Wood's great, not only in the state's capital but across the land.**

**The greatest Grant Wood was captured the WapSipinicon River in Anamosa Cemetery.**

**COCONUTS' calypso formula collapses**

*By Paul B. Swenson

*Ah, the coconut —

**AUGUST DARNELLS' Calypso Culture —

**Coconuts' calypso formula collapses**

**COCODUTS**

**The Coconut's formula —
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Local daycare operators tell board new safety rules aren't necessary

By Patricia Thorns

The operators of several local preschools and daycare centers told old members of the Johnson County Board of Health in a public hearing Tuesday that new health and safety regulations the board is considering are unnecessary as costs will be too high.

Current regulations are not appropriate according to the Department of Public Health, Deffenbacher said. The person along the impacted has to face the child's everyday routine to be as an appropriate inspection. There was enough enough that the job may not being done during.

Jerry McCaig, a representative of the Johnson County Preschools Center said the additional inspection he would be no further 'health' between the local already inspected preschools and daycare centers merely McCaig and ins to premature the board's final is similar to current state guidelines inspection in matter.

SANCHEZ FACAN and preschools are currently regulated by Chapter 229 of the Code of Iowa, which states that these inspections should be divided between the local financial office and health boards. Under the rule, preschools and daycare inspections are done on the basis that they meet health and safety standards.

However, Johnson County is currently the only county planning to set its board of health to inspect preschools and daycare centers, Board Director Clark Carpenter said.

In addition to becoming the new location for the Office of Public Health Information, the Board will also be used for educational purposes, art exhibits, library open and general events.

IF THE REGENTS give the go-ahead for the Executive Council to purchase the 325 East Washington Street building at a cost of $3.98 per square foot, or an annual cost of $8,900, the Board will agree to rent the building for three years with an option for renewal when the lease expires. The new warehouse is planning to lease 3,719 square feet in an existing building around by Drug Inc. because it is a street and will have $3.98 per square foot during the first year of the lease. Under the terms of the lease, the UI will be responsible for maintaining all utilities, insurance, repairs, and state where they are less than 100% of the gross annual cost.

No action would be taken at the hearing, Deffenbacher said. The board will consider the regulations and modify the regulations as area fit. "The regulations will not go into effect until they have been submitted by the Governor's Board of Supervisors and published."

THE AIRLAFER

BUD LIGHT BUSCH

8 to close

DOUBLE BUBBLE 4 to 6 DAILY

GOING AWAY PARTY

LAST IOWA CITY APPEARANCE
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Arby's Cabs and Cardinals Glasses...

... Collect Four, Six Or Eight! They're FREE And They'll Be Great!

Regents to decide whether to move information office to library building

By Janet Marie Orne

The state Board of Regents will meet Wednesday in the evening of the UI Office of Public Information, and the Iowa City Public Library building.

The board has also decided whether to approve the leasing of a storage space by the Iowa State University of Agricultural and Mechanical Operations, and will accept that agreement at its meeting Tuesday.

The former Public Library building at 508 High Street, which the UI plans to use, would provide the US with an additional 32,000 square feet of office space.

In addition to becoming the new location for the Office of Public Information, the Board will also be used for educational purposes, art exhibits, library open and general events.

IF THE REGENTS give the go-ahead for the Executive Council to purchase the 325 East Washington Street building at a cost of $3.98 per square foot, or an annual cost of $8,900, the Board will agree to rent the building for three years with an option for renewal when the lease expires. The new warehouse is planning to lease 3,719 square feet in an existing building around by Drug Inc. because it is a street and will have $3.98 per square foot during the first year of the lease. Under the terms of the lease, the UI will be responsible for maintaining all utilities, insurance, repairs, and state where they are less than 100% of the gross annual cost.

No action would be taken at the hearing, Deffenbacher said. The board will consider the regulations and modify the regulations as area fit. "The regulations will not go into effect until they have been submitted by the Governor's Board of Supervisors and published."
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Bonds

The bond market "I think we've been very bullish on our bond fund. We've been buying the bond fund because we're seeing positive signs that we've got for our economy," City Financial Director Benjamin Vinick said. Vinick also noted that the city bond market has the advantage of being a more liquid market, with the ability to sell bonds quickly if needed. Vinick said the council's recent purchase of $7 million in bonds at a cost of $7.5 million will help the city's financial stability.

Policy

The Shiites said they were "delighted" and "satisfied" with the agreement reached by the Salvadoran government in a meeting with the Chinese ambassador in Washington, DC. The agreement included a plan for the Chinese to invest $2 billion in the country, which will be used to build a new railroad line and a new airport. The Chinese also agreed to provide technical assistance and support for the construction of the new facilities.

MX

recommendations by giving U.S. companies the right to sell in the strategic Asian market. The Chinese, on the other hand, want to sell more of their companies to the United States. The Chinese delegation is expected to return to the United States on Tuesday.

Burgers Palace

Egg and cheese for a meal

AMELIA'S

HAPPY HOUR 4-DAY SPECIAL

plus all weekend long

• 76¢ Heineken, Pilsner or Dark
• $1.00 Fresh Fruit Daquiris

• FREE BURRFY

AMELIA'S Website at

123 East Washington
Iowa City, Iowa

Dressed up everything from mints, fresh fruit and Pepperidge Farm "gazpacho" (chicken salad) in a bowl on the table along with vegetable sticks. She had even planted a flower box into the plastic planter box on the floor.

TABLES WERE LADEN with everything from fresh oranges, fresh fruit and Pepperidge Farm "gazpacho" (chicken salad) in a bowl on the table along with vegetable sticks. She had even planted a flower box into the plastic planter box on the floor.

Chinese are very adaptable," part of their dinner. They normally cook their vegetables, no raw vegetables at the Engles' party.

It was a very good place for a student to study with the English language. The Chinese delegation is from the People's Republic of China. Engles said they were impressed. They will be developed on the highest levels in the world.

"The People's Republic of China and the United States have not been allies in the past," Brundt said. "We want to have relations between the two countries, especially in the tourist sector." The Chinese delegation is from the People's Republic of China.

Policy

The Shiites said they were "delighted" and "satisfied" with the agreement reached by the Salvadoran government in a meeting with the Chinese ambassador in Washington, DC. The agreement included a plan for the Chinese to invest $2 billion in the country, which will be used to build a new railroad line and a new airport. The Chinese also agreed to provide technical assistance and support for the construction of the new facilities.
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The bond market "I think we've been very bullish on our bond fund. We've been buying the bond fund because we're seeing positive signs that we've got for our economy," City Financial Director Benjamin Vinick said. Vinick also noted that the city bond market has the advantage of being a more liquid market, with the ability to sell bonds quickly if needed. Vinick said the council's recent purchase of $7 million in bonds at a cost of $7.5 million will help the city's financial stability.
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Bonds

The bond market "I think we've been very bullish on our bond fund. We've been buying the bond fund because we're seeing positive signs that we've got for our economy," City Financial Director Benjamin Vinick said. Vinick also noted that the city bond market has the advantage of being a more liquid market, with the ability to sell bonds quickly if needed. Vinick said the council's recent purchase of $7 million in bonds at a cost of $7.5 million will help the city's financial stability.
**Israel redeploys troops to Lebanon**

**ISRAEL**

Israel's soldiers and police on Wednesday declared the full withdrawal of Israeli forces from southern Lebanon in a dramatic victory for the Lebanon Policy Initiative, a group of political leaders who have been calling for a cease-fire in the Middle East conflict.

The decision to withdraw was made after talks with the Lebanese government and the United Nations, which have been ongoing for months.

The Israeli military said the withdrawal was part of a broader peace process that includes the opening of a second border with Syria.

The Israeli army said the operation was completed and that the soldiers were being moved to a staging area near the border with Syria.

The withdrawal was announced after the Lebanese army agreed to a cease-fire, ending a four-month-long war.

The Israeli military said it would continue to monitor the border and to keep up pressure on the Lebanese government to implement the peace plan.

The cease-fire was brokered by the United States and the United Nations, and it was supposed to lead to the withdrawal of all Israeli forces from Lebanon.

The withdrawal was seen as a major step in the process of normalizing relations between Israel and the Arab world.

The Israeli military said it would start pulling out its forces from Lebanon in the coming weeks and that it would continue to hold talks with the Lebanese government on the issue.

The Israeli military said it was confident that the Lebanese army would abide by the terms of the cease-fire and that it would work to ensure the security of citizens in the region.

The Israeli military also said it would continue to monitor the border with Syria and to work with the Lebanese government to implement the peace plan.

The Israeli military said it was committed to implementing the peace process and to working with the Lebanese government to ensure the security of citizens in the region.
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Sports

Chicago is sounding off over White Sox

By Joe Sheese
Sports The Daily

CHICAGO - The scoreboard was not entirely to his liking in Comiskey Park on Sunday, but if flamboyant Bill Veeck and managed by ToronlO Seallie Today's game.

The first time his team met the defending titleholder, the 1959 World Series was still being played as late as Oct. 15. The White Sox were leading 2-1 in the World Series over Pittsburgh.

In the 1959 World Series, Veeck's career was just beginning. Last year's team was playing for the championship, as was the Sox team this year. The White Sox were leading 2-1 in the World Series.

The Sox' lead was never in doubt as early as Oct. 15.

Only four days earlier, the White Sox were leading 2-1 in the World Series.

The White Sox were leading 2-1 in the World Series.
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Intensive wrestlers get full treatment

By Robert Ryan

Milt Vowing

While some of the young wrestlers are trying to count the days until it's over, others can't seem to wait for enough Iowa Intensive Wrestling Camp at the Conrad-Hawkeye Arena.

"I don't know what's going on with the deadline," said Bob Wallis, a publicity aide of the Chicago organization, as an "endurance-adequate camp.

"We found that many of the student-athletes were going to school for four years and then basically did nothing. They need to be well in the classroom.

"The organizers contacted us about holding the camp in Iowa City," said Jerry Strom, who coaches the Iowa State's football team. "It's a great camp for our wrestlers."

"We're holding all of the best players from the Chicago and Illinois area and we're going to have the Iowa camp," said Brooks. "The student-athletes are starved for competition and coaches are thrilled to have it.

"That's our philosophy, our belief system, and we've seen of Iowa State's strength and conditioning.

UI site of cage camp with class

By Steve Butcher

The_last__high school basketball players will feel a num-

ber of the Chicago organization.
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Bill Derrick

By Steve Riley

"I'm going to be the only things I can do," said Brooks. "I don't want to be the only things I'm going to do."

"I'm going to be the only things I'm going to do."

Bill Derrick

By Steve Riley